
 Amendment 3/4/19 – positive behaviour policy 

We will use the traffic light system to discourage unwanted behaviour. The traffic 

light is a system for addressing unwanted behaviour/ problem behaviour for all 

children. 

Green is when children are behaving well. 

Yellow is when a child or children are beginning to use unwanted behaviour 

Red is the level where a child/children are using unwanted behaviour 

Following on from staff meeting it was decided on 2/4/19 -all staff will be consistent 

dealing with challenging behaviour – We will only use these strategies if we have 

challenging behaviour continuing  after following our STEPS procedures and using the 

traffic lights. 

We will give lots of praise to all of our children , giving  stickers or praise  if we  feel a 

child had done something really well  or , helped , shared etc . If a child does not listen 

we will give 1 warning telling the child what the consequence will be . If they do not 

listen we will then follow through with the consequence eg “ we need to be using our 

listening ears and you are not listening we  will have to eg take the toy away , close slide 

etc . If a child does something inappropriate we will  take the toy or remove the child  

from what are doing .We will  talk about feelings with the child,  “it’s made me sad etc 

how do you think it makes ( child) feel when you grab a toy?” We will focus on feelings / 

emotions the staff will go back and revisit with the child later during session. If two 

children are having conflict over a toy the staff will take the toy away if we do not 

know who had it first. All staff will follow the same procedure and be consistant. 

 

 

Signed                                                                   date 

Manager/ committee  


